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 Classification of Forbidden Subsequences of Length 4
 Z VEZDELINA S TANKOVA
 We complete the classification of forbidden subsequences of length 4 by resolving the last
 open question concerning the  symmetry classes  of (1234) and (4123) . Our method is to
 construct specific  switching  operations on  S n (123) which partition its elements into  equi y  alence
 classes .  This and the fact that the tree  T  (123) can be embedded nicely in  T  (1234) and  T  (4123)
 lead to the conclusion that  u S n (1234) u  5  u S n (4123) u  for all  n  P  N .
 Ö  1996 Academic Press Limited
 1 .  P RELIMINARIES
 In this paper the notation ( a 1  ,  a 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  a k ) represents a permutation  τ  of the first  k
 positive integers , where  τ  ( i )  5  a i  for  i  5  1 ,  2 ,  .  .  .  ,  k .  If  k  ,  10 we will supress the
 commas , since this will cause no confusion . We reserve the word  sequence  (or
 subsequence  of a permutation) for a sequence  s  of distinct positive integers
 ( b 1  ,  b 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  b l ) , not necessarily the first  l  ones , and write  s  ( i ) for  b i  for  i  5  1 ,  2 ,  .  .  .  ,  l .
 D EFINITION 1 .  Two sequences  τ  ,  s  of length  n  are  of the same type  if  τ  ( i )  ,  τ  (  j )  ï
 s  ( i )  ,  s  (  j )  for all 1  <  i ,j  <  n  or , equivalently ,  τ  and  s  have the same pairwise
 comparisons throughout . We say that a sequence  v  a y  oids  a permutation  τ  provided
 that  v  has no subsequence of type  τ .
 In other words , a permutation  pi  avoids a permutation  τ  if  pi  has no subsequence of
 type  τ .
 E XAMPLE 1 .  The sequences  τ  5  (56731) and  s  5  (45832) are of the same type , and
 the permutation  pi  5  (52687431) avoids (2413) , but it does not avoid (3142) because of
 its subsequence (5283) .
 We denote by  S n ( τ  ) the set of  τ  -avoiding permutations in  S n  ,  and we say that  τ  is a
 forbidden subsequence  in  S n ( τ  ) .
 The basic problem regarding forbidden subsequences is as follows : find a necessary
 and suf ficient condition on  τ  and  s  so that  u S n ( τ  ) u  5  u S n ( s  ) u  for all  n  P  N .  If the above
 equality holds true for all  n  P  N , we say that  τ  and  s  belong to the same  cardinality
 class .  Thus , the problem is equivalent to classifying all cardinality classes .
 The  Catalan numbers , c n  ,  appear frequently in the study of forbidden subsequences .
 They count the number of non-diagonal-crossing lattice paths from the origin (0 ,  0) to
 the point ( n ,  n ) composed of the vectors (0 ,  1) and (1 ,  0) . A useful equation satisfied by
 the Catalan numbers is (see [4] and [10]) :
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 We extend the notion of Catalan numbers by considering the number of non-
 diagonal-crossing lattice paths from (0 ,  0) to ( k ,  l ) for  k  >  l .  The corresponding
 numbers  c k , l  satisfy the following formulas for  k  .  l  ^  0 (define  c k , l  5  0 for  k  ,  l ) :
 c k , l  5  c k 2 1 , l  1  c k 2 1 ,l 2 1 ,
 c k , l  5 S k  1  l l  D  2 S k  1  l l  2  1 D  .
 In particular ,  c n , n  5  c n .  We call the rectangular table with entries  h c k , l j k > l  the  Catalan
 table  (Figure 6 represents a table which is a reflected image of the Catalan table) .
 Permutations with forbidden subsequences arise naturally in computer science in
 connection with sorting problems and strings with forbidden subwords . For example , in
 [2 , p . 238] Knuth shows that  S n (231) is the set of stack-sortable permutations (see also
 [5]) , so that  u S n (231) u  is the number of binary strings of length 2 n ,  in which 0 stands for
 a ‘move into a stack’ and 1 symbolizes a ‘move out of the stack’ . At the behest of Wilf ,
 a bijection between  S n (123) and  S n (132) was given by Simion and Schmidt in [7] , by
 Richards in [3] and by West in [9] . They all proved that  u S n (123) u  5  c n .
 D EFINITION 2 .  Let  τ  P  S n .  The  n th level of the  permutation tree T  ( τ  ) has nodes
 corresponding to all permutations in  S n ( τ  ) . The  children  of a node  a  are all
 permutations in  S n 1 1 ( τ  ) which are obtained from  a  by inserting  n  1  1 at some sites of
 a  and still avoid  τ .  The latter are called the  acti y  e sites  of  a  .
 D EFINITION 3 .  Let  s  be a sequence of length  n  and let  τ  be a permutation of type  s .
 We associate with  s  (or  τ  ) an  n  3  n  array  M ( s  )  5  M ( τ  ) ,  called the  sequence  (or
 permutation ) array , having a 1 in position ( i ,  τ  ( i )) for 1  <  i  <  n ,  and having 0
 elsewhere . †
 E XAMPLE 2 .
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
M (6134)  = = M (4123)
 Denote by  M ( τ  ) 2 and  M ( τ  ) u  the arrays obtained from  M ( τ  ) by reflecting it across a
 horizontal or vertical axis . Denote the corresponding permutations by  τ  2 and  τ  u .  The
 set of all permutations obtained from  τ  by a finite number of reflections of  M ( τ  ) is
 called the  symmetry class of  τ .  Obviously ,  τ  ,  τ  2 and  τ  u  belong to the same cardinality
 class . Thus , each cardinality class can be partitioned into a finite number of symmetry
 classes . For example , there are two symmetry classes of permutations of length 3 ,
 namely ,  h 123 ,  321 j  and  h 132 ,  231 ,  213 ,  312 j , but there is only one cardinality class : the
 set  S 3 (see [3] ,  [7] and [9]) .
 The classification of permutations of length 4 turns out to be much more
 †  We will use the convention of counting of the columns and the rows (indexed by  i  and  τ  ( i ) , respectively)
 of an array starting from the lower left corner of the array . This counting better represents the association of
 a permutation with its array .
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 T ABLE 1
 Known cardinality classes for  n  5  4
 Symmetry class of  Size
 (4132) , (3142)
 (1234) , (1243) , (2143)
 (4123)
 (1324)
 8  1  2  5  10
 2  1  4  1  2  5  8
 4
 2
 complicated . In [9] , West shows that (1234) , (1243) and (2143) belong to the same
 cardinality class . †  Stankova proves that  T  (4132)  >  T  (3142) (see [8]) , which implies that
 u S n (4132) u  5  u S n (3142) u  for all  n  P  N .  These results can be summarized in Table 1 .
 Here the symmetry classes in the same row belong to the same cardinality class . The
 following inequalities show that there are at least three cardinality classes of
 permutations of length 4 :
 u S 7 (4132) u  5  2740  ,  u S 7 (1234) u  5  u S 7 (4123) u  5  2761  ,  u S 7 (1324) u  5  2762 .
 The equality for (1234) and (4123) turns out to be true for all  n  P  N , as we shall see at
 the end of the paper . This will complete the classification of forbidden subsequences of
 length 4 .
 2 .  L ABELLING THE T REES  T  (123) , T  (1234)  AND  T  (4123)
 A  subtree  of a tree  T generated by  a  P  T  is the subtree in  T  the nodes of which are
 precisely the descendants of  a  in  T .
 Let  g  P  S n  and  a  ,  b  P  T  ( g  ) .  We say that  a  and  b  are  isomorphic nodes  in  T  ( g  ) if the
 subtrees generated by  a  and  b  are isomorphic . In other words , for each occurrence of
 a  ,  we may substitute  b  without changing the tree  T  ( g  ) .  We want to associate a label to
 each node of  T  ( g  ) , so that two nodes have the same label only if they are isomorphic .
 Any label is a sequence of integers . It decodes the information about the subtree
 generated by the corresponding node .
 In [9] , West  labels  any node  a  P  T  (123) by ( k ) , where  k  is the length of the initial
 decreasing subsequence of  a .  Similarly , the  label  for any node  b  P  T  (1234) is a pair of
 integers ( x ,  y ) ,  where  x  is the length of the initial decreasing subsequence of  b  ,  and  y  is
 the number of children of  b .  For example , the label of  a  5  (6437152)  P  T  (123) is (3) ,
 while the label of  b  5  (65371528)  P  T  (1234) is (3 ,  8) . West actually gives specific
 formulas how to obtain the labels of the children of  a  and  b  knowing only the labels of
 a  and  b  .
 Now we proceed to define a labelling of  T  (4123) .  For any permutation  g  , the
 decreasing sequence structure  of  g  is the sequence of lengths of the maximal consecutive
 decreasing subsequences of  g .  For example , if  g  5  (65371528) ,  its decreasing sequence
 structure is (3 ,  2 ,  2 ,  1) . Now let  d  P  S n (4123) .  If  d  contains a subsequence of type (123)
 we cannot add  n  1  1 before it in  d  .  Thus , we may disregard all the numbers before any
 such increasing subsequence including the first number of the subsequence itself .
 Denote the resulting sequence of numbers of  d  by  d  9 . Let  d  0  be the permutation of
 type  d  9 . We define the label of  d  as the decreasing sequence structure of  d  0 ’s . The
 process of obtaining  d  0  from  d  in  T  (4123) is called  reduction  of  d  to  d  0 .
 †  West actually proves a stronger statement :  u S n ( a 1  ,  a 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  a k 2 2  ,  k  2  1 ,  k ) u  5  u S n ( a 1  ,  a 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  a k 2 2  , k ,
 k  2  1) u  for all  n  P  N ,  and conjectures that for all  k  ,  n :  u S n ( a 1  , a 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  a k 2 1  , k , k  1  1 ,  .  .  .  ,  n ) u  5  u S n ( a 1  ,
 a 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  a k 2 1  , n , n  2  1 ,  .  .  .  ,  k ) u .  The case  u S n (1234) u  5  u S n (4123) u  is a particular instance of this conjecture .
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 E XAMPLE 3 .  Let  d  5  (64175328) .  Then  d  9  5  (75328) ,  d  0  5  (43215) and  d  ’s label is
 (4 ,  1) .
 P ROPOSITION 1 .  Two nodes in T  (4123)  ha y  e the same label only if they are
 isomorphic in T  (4123) .
 P ROOF .  Let  d  P  T  (4123) and let  d  0  be defined as above . The reduction process
 applied to  d  in order to get to  d  0  preserves the subtree generated by  d  , and so  d  and  d  0
 are isomorphic nodes in  T  (4123) .  Note that  d  0  avoids (123) by construction . Thus , we
 have associated to each node of  T  (4123) a node isomorphic to it which avoids (123) .
 Let  k  be the length of  d  0 ’s . We can add  k  1  1 to any position in  d  0  and still avoid
 (4123) . However , after the reduction process applied to the new permutation , out of all
 numbers before  k  1  1 we will leave only the consecutive decreasing subsequence
 immediately before  k  1  1 . For example , if  d  0  5  (43521) ,  after adding 6 to the fifth
 position in  d  we apply the reduction process as follows : (435261)  é  (5261)  é  (3241) .
 Moreover , the label (2 ,  3) of  d  0  is enough to find the labels of  d  0 ’s children : (3 ,  3) ,
 (1 ,  2 ,  3) , (2 ,  4) , (1 ,  3) , (2 ,  2) and (3 ,  1) . In general , the children of  d  0  with label
 ( a 1  ,  a 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  a m )  will have labels
 (1  1  a 1  ,  a 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  a m ) ,  (1 ,  a 1  ,  a 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  a m ) ,  (2 ,  a 1  2  1 ,  a 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  a m ) ,  .  .  .  ,
 ( a 1  2  1 ,  2 ,  a 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  a m ) ,  ( a 1  ,  1  1  a 2  ,  a 3  ,  .  .  .  ,  a m ) ,  (1 ,  a 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  a m ) ,
 (2 ,  a 2  2  1 ,  .  .  .  ,  a m ) ,  .  .  .  ,  ( a 2  2  1 ,  2 ,  a 3  ,  .  .  .  ,  a m ) ,  ( a 2  ,  1  1  a 3  ,  a 4  ,  .  .  .  ,  a m ) ,  .  .  .  ,
 ( a m 2 1  ,  1  1  a m ) ,  (1 ,  a m ) ,  (2 ,  a m  2  1) ,  .  .  .  ,  ( a m  2  1 ,  2) ,  ( a m  ,  1) .
 This shows that nodes with the same labels will have children with the same labels ,
 which will have children with the same labels , and so on ; that is , the subtrees generated
 by these nodes will be isomorphic .  h
 Proposition 1 says that if two permutations in  T  (4123) are reduced and the resulting
 permutations have the same decreasing sequence structure , then the original permuta-
 tions are isomorphic nodes of the tree . Not surprisingly , a similar fact holds true for the
 tree  T  (1234) .  Indeed , if  a  P  S n (1234) ,  we cannot add  n  1  1 to  a  after an increasing
 subsequence of type (123) , so we may ignore all numbers after any such subsequence
 including the last number of the subsequence itself . Call the resulting permutation  a 9
 and let  a 0  be the permutation of type  a 9 .  Obviously ,  a  and  a 0  are isomorphic in
 T  (1234) .  Moreover ,  a  ’s label ( x ,  y ) is the same as  a 0 ’s label in  T  (1234) . Now , let  a  and
 b  in  T  (1234) be reduced (as described above) to  a 0  and  b  0 .  Suppose that  a  0  and  b 0
 have the same decreasing sequence structure . Then they have the same length of their
 initial decreasing subsequences , and they have the same number of children (they both
 avoid (123)) . Thus , the labels of  a 0  and  b 0  in  T  (1234) are the same and , from [9] ,  a
 and  b  are isomorphic . Finally , if two permutations in  T  (123) have the same decreasing
 sequence structure , they are isomorphic (recall the labelling of  T  (123)) .  We summarize
 these facts in the following proposition .
 P ROPOSITION 2 .  If two permutations  a  and  b  in T  (1234) ( T  (4123)  or T  (123) ,
 respecti y  ely ) are reduced to isomorphic permutations  a 0  and  b 0  ( ob y  iously , no reduction
 is necessary in the tree T  (123)) , and the decreasing sequence structures of  a 0  and  b 0  are
 the same , then  a  and  b  are isomorphic nodes in T  (1234) ( T  (4123)  or T  (123) ,
 respecti y  ely ) .
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 3 .  T WO S WITCHING O PERATIONS ON  S n (123)
 We define the following  switching operations  on the nodes of  T  (123) (see [1] and
 [6]) . Let  a  avoid (123) and let  k  2  1 and  k  be numbers in  a .  We allow the switching of
 k  and  k  2  1 if  k  1  1 or  k  2  2 is between them . In other words , if the numbers  l  2  1 , l
 and  l  1  1 are not in a monotone subsequence of  a  in  T  (123) ,  we may switch the two
 occurring first and last in  a .  Denote these transformations by  a  5  b  and call the middle
 number which does not move the  pi y  ot  for the switch .
 E XAMPLE 4 .  (231)  5  (132) and (3214)  5  (4213)  5  (4312) .  In the case (3214)  5
 (4213) the pivot is 2 , while in the case (4213)  5  (4312) the pivot is 1 . Note that the
 arrows can also be reversed .
 In the following lemma we will use the fact that  T  (123) can be embedded in  T  (1234)
 and  T  (4123) ,  since any sequence avoiding (123) also avoids (1234) and (4123) .
 L EMMA 1 .  The two switching operations are well - defined on any le y  el of the tree
 T  (123) . Furthermore , if  a  5  b  in T  (123) , then  a  and  b  are isomorphic nodes in T  (123) ,
 in T  (1234)  and in T  (4123) . †
 P ROOF .  Let  a  5  b  for  a  ,  b  P  S n .  Suppose that  b  ¸  T  (123) and let ( a ,  b ,  c ) be an
 increasing sequence in  b .  If the two numbers that switch are distinct from  h a ,  b ,  c j ,
 then  a  will have the same increasing sequence ( a ,  b ,  c ) , so that  a  ¸  T  (123) .  Suppose
 that  a  is the only one from  h a ,  b ,  c j  that moves . Then in  a  , a  is changed to  a  2  1 or
 a  1  1 , both of which dif fer from  b . Then ( a  2  1 ,  b ,  c ) or ( a  1  1 ,  b ,  c ) will be an
 increasing sequence in  a .  Similar arguments show that  a  ¸  T  (123) if only  b  or  c  move .
 Now we may assume that exactly two of  h a ,  b ,  c j  move . Since  a  and  c  dif fer by at least
 2 , they cannot switch . Let  a  and  b  5  a  1  1 switch . Then in  b  we have ( a  1  1 ,  a  2  1 ,  a ,  c )
 or ( a  1  1 ,  a  1  2 ,  a ,  c ) .  In both cases there is an increasing sequence of length 3 , since all
 four numbers are distinct and  c  .  a  1  1 .  The case in which  b  and  c  switch leads again
 to  a  ¸  T  (123) .  We showed that if  b  ¸  T  (123) and  a  5  b  ,  then  a  ¸  T  (123) .  This proves
 the claim that the two operations are well-defined on  T  (123) .
 To prove the second part of the lemma , it will suf fice to show that if  a  5  b  in
 S n (123) ,  then  a  and  b  have the same labels in  T  (123) (respectively , in  T  (1234) and in
 T  (4123)) , or by Proposition 2 that they have the same decreasing sequence structure .
 Indeed , let the switch  a  5  b  be ( k ,  k  1  1 ,  k  2  1)  5  ( k  2  1 ,  k  1  1 ,  k ) .  This shows that  k
 and  k  2  1 are in distinct decreasing subsequences  !  and  @  in  a  , and that  k  and  k  2  1
 are not adjacent . It is easy to see that neither  !  nor  @  is broken by the switch into two
 decreasing subsequences , and no two previous decreasing subsequences join . Hence ,
 the structure is preserved . The case when ( k ,  k  2  2 ,  k  2  1)  5  ( k  2  1 ,  k  2  2 ,  k ) is
 handled similarly . By Proposition 2 , the labels of  a  and  b  in  T  (4123) , in  T  (1234) and in
 T  (123) , respectively , are the same .  h
 Lemma 1 shows that the two switches (taken together) break up  S n (123) into
 equi y  alence classes  of isomorphic nodes of  T  (123) .  The same is true for  S n (1234) and
 †  The idea of defining the switching operations comes from the fact that (132) and (231) are isomorphic
 nodes in  T  (123) as well as (213) and (312) : the corresponding permutations have the same decreasing
 sequence structure .
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 T ABLE 2
 Equivalence classes for  n  5  4
 3142
 2143  U  3412 2413  U
 3214
 4213
 4312
 U  3241 4231
 4132
 U  3421 2431
 1432
 U  4321
 S n (4123) .  This appears clearly in Table 2 : for  n  5  4 there are 6 equivalence clases
 (written in columns) .
 In Lemma 1 we saw that all elements of an equivalence class must have the same
 decreasing sequence structure . The remainder of the paper deals exclusively with these
 equivalence classes . From now on , whenever we apply a switching operation to a
 permutation  a  ,  we will assume that  a  P  T  (123) .
 4 .  M AXIMAL E LEMENTS IN E QUIVALENCE C LASSES
 D EFINITION 4 .  A  positi y  e switch  to a sequence  a  P  T  (123) is an allowable switch of
 the form ( k ,  k  1  1)  5  ( k  1  1 ,  k ) .  A  maximal element  is a permutation avoiding (123) to
 which no positive switch can be applied .
 In other words , in a positive switch the larger element goes in front of the smaller
 one . If  a  goes to  b  via a positive switch , we use the notation  a  5 1  b .
 L EMMA 2 .  If  a  5 1  b  and  a  5 1  g  ( b  ?  g  ) , there exists a sequence  d  such that  b  5 1  d
 and  g  5 1  d  .
 There is a simple visual description of Lemma 2 . Take an equivalence class  %  and
 associate with it a graph  &  in the following way . The vertices of  &  are the permutations
 in  % , and two vertices in  &  are adjacent if one of the corresponding permutations can
 be obtained from the other by a single switch . Orient the edges so that their directions
 coincide with the positive switches (see Figure 1) .
 Now let  a  ,  b  and  g  be distinct vertices in  &  and let  a  5 1  b  ,  a  5 1  g  . Lemma 2 says
 that we can ‘complete’ a rectangle  a  ,  b  ,  g  ,  d  with a fourth vertex  d  P  &  so that  b  5 1  d  ,
 g  5 1  d  (see Figure 1) .
 P ROOF OF L EMMA 2 .  Let  a  5 1  b  correspond to the switch ( k ,  k  1  1)  5 1  ( k  1  1 ,  k ) ,
 and let  a  5 1  g  correspond to the switch ( s ,  s  1  1)  5 1  ( s  1  1 ,  s ) .  We may assume that
 k  ,  s .  If  s  5  k  1  1 , then in  a  we have the increasing subsequence ( k ,  k  1  1  5  s ,  s  1  1) ,  a
 contradiction of the fact that  a  P  T  (123) .  Thus ,  s  .  k  1  1 .  For similar reasons ,  s  1  1 in
δ
βγ
α
 F IGURE 1 .  The equivalence class of  d  5  (645312) .
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 a  is before  k  1  1 (to avoid ( k ,  k  1  1 ,  s  1  1)) ,  and  s  is before  k  (to avoid ( k ,  s ,  s  1  1)) .
 We are left with two possible cases for  a  : it has exactly one of the subsequences
 ( s ,  s  1  1 ,  k ,  k  1  1)  and  ( s ,  k ,  s  1  1 ,  k  1  1) .
 In the first case it is obvious that the two switches of  k  with  k  1  1 and  s  with  s  1  1 are
 carried through independently of each other , and therefore we can perform them in
 each order . Then  d  will dif fer from  a  only in the subsequence ( s  1  1 ,  s ,  k  1  1 ,  k ) .
 Consider the second case . The pivot for switching  s  and  s  1  1 is either  s  2  1 or  s  1  2
 (sitting between them) , and the pivot for switching  k  and  k  1  1 is either  k  2  1 or  k  1  2 .
 Since  s  1  1  .  k  1  2 , s  1  1 cannot be the pivot for switching  k  and  k  1  1 .  Since  k  ,  s  2  1 ,
 k  cannot be the pivot for switching  s  and  s  1  1 . Thus , the two pivots do not move when
 making either of the two switches . We also saw that the numbers that switch are all
 distinct . This shows that we can make the two switches from  a  in any order and end up
 with the same sequence  d  which dif fers from  a  only in the subsequence
 ( s  1  1 ,  k  1  1 ,  s ,  k ) .  h
 The property proved above is known as  confluence .  The following theorem is an easy
 consequence of confluence and the fact that there is no infinite chain  a  5 1  b  5 1  g  5
 1  .  .  .  .
 T HEOREM 1 .  There is exactly one maximal element in each equi y  alence class of
 S n (123) .
 P ROOF .  Consider the pair ( s ,  q ) of two distinct numbers in  a  P  T  (123) such that  s  is
 before  q  and  s  .  q .  Call ( s ,  q ) an  ordered pair .  Since every positive switch increases by
 one the number of ordered pairs , there must be least one maximal element in each
 equivalence class .
 Suppose that there are two maximal elements  a  and  b  in an equivalence class  % .
 Consider the graph  &  of  % . Since  &  is connected , we can find a shortest path  !  (not
 necessarily following the orientation of  @ ) from  a  to  b  .  The path  !  consists of positive
 and negative edges (a positive edge follows the orientation of  & , while a negative edge
 does not) .
 Associate to each positive edge the number  1 1 , and to each negative edge the
 number  2 1 (in Figure 2 the path  !  is drawn using heavy lines) . Thus ,  !  is represented
 by a sequence of  1 1’s and  2 1’s . By maximality of  a  and  b  ,  the path  !  starts with  2 1
 and ends with  1 1 . Take any  1 1 which follows  a  2  1 in  ! . Since  !  is a shortest path ,
 the corresponding two edges are distinct (otherwise , we may shorten  !  by dropping
–1
–1 +1 –1
+1
+1
–1
α
β
 F IGURE 2 .  Maximal elements  a  and  b  .
 !  5  ( 2 1 ,  2 1 ,  1 ,  2 1 ,  2 1 ,  1 ,  1)  5
 @  5  ( 2 1 ,  1 ,  2 1 ,  2 1 ,  2 1 ,  1 ,  1)  5
 #  5  (1 ,  2 1 ,  2 1 ,  2 1 ,  2 1 ,  1 ,  1)
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 them) . By Lemma 2 we can find two other edges (to complete a rectangle) and label
 them with  2 1 and  1 1 . We construct another shortest path  @  in which the initial
 consecutive numbers  2 1 ,  1 1 are switched to  1 1 ,  2 1 and everything else is the same .
 Continuing this process we can switch the first  1 1 in  !  with all the  2 1’s before it .
 Thus , we end up with a path from  a  to  b  which starts with  1 1 (in Figure 2 this is the
 path  # ) .  This contradicts the maximality of  a .  h
 5 .  B ACKTRACKS : G LUING OF E QUIVALENCE C LASSES
 D EFINITION 5 .  A  backtrack in  a  is a number  k  which is before  k  1  1 in  a .  The
 backtrack number of  a  is the total number of backtracks in  a  and is denoted by  b ( a  ) .
 For example , the backtracks of (546213) are 5 and 2 . The notion of backtracks can
 be applied in describing the structure of maximal elements . Let  a  P  S n (123) be such an
 element and let  k  be a backtrack in  a .  Then  k  2  1 cannot be a backtrack because  a
 avoids (123) . Moreover ,  k  2  1 cannot be between  k  and  k  1  1 (otherwise , we can make
 the positive switch ( k ,  k  2  1 ,  k  1  1)  5 1  ( k  1  1 ,  k  2  1 ,  k )) .  Thus  k  2  1 must be after
 k  1  1 . By induction , this proves that all elements which are non-backtracks in  a  form a
 decreasing subsequence . Also , we note that the backtrack numbers dif fer by at least 2 .
 Now let  s  and  k  be backtracks in  a  , with  s  ,  k .  Then  s  is after  k  in order to avoid the
 increasing sequence ( s ,  k ,  k  1  1) .  So , the backtracks also form a decreasing sequence . If
 k  1  2 and  k  1  1 are non-backtracks , but  k  is a backtrack , it is easy to verify that these
 numbers are in the sequence ( k  1  2 ,  k ,  k  1  1) .  This proves that either  n  or  n  2  1 is at
 the beginning of each maximal element . Indeed , if  n  2  1 is a non-backtrack , then  n  2  1
 is after  n .  Suppose that the first backtrack is  k  ,  n  2  1 . By the previous remark  k  is
 after  k  1  2  <  n .  But the decreasing structures of the backtrack and the non-backtrack
 sequences show that everything is either after  n  or  k ,  i . e . after  n .  The case in which
 n  2  1  is a backtrack is solved in a similar way : it turns out that  n  2  1 is the first number
 in the sequence . This description of the maximal elements turns out to be crucial in
 classifying the equivalence classes and proving that  u S n (1234) u  5  u S n (4123) u .  We sum-
 marize it in the following lemma .
 L EMMA 3 .  Let  a  be a maximal element in S n (123) . Then  a  starts either with n or with
 n  2  1 . Moreo y  er ,  a  can be partitioned into two decreasing subsequences :  one is the
 backtrack sequence with numbers that dif fer by at least two , and the other is the
 non - backtrack sequence . If k  1  2  and k  1  1  are two non - backtracks , and k is a
 backtrack ,  a  has the subsequence  ( k  1  2 ,  k ,  k  1  1) .
 The idea of associating arrays to permutations (sequences) comes in handy when
 picturing maximal elements . From now on when writing such an array , we will omit the
 0’s . Also , we will sometimes use the actual numbers  i  in positions ( i ,  τ  ( i )) rather than a
 1 (see Definition 3) , or  b  for backtracks when the corresponding entry is a backtrack
 and  n  if it is a non-backtrack . For instance , the maximal element  d  5  (645312) from
 Figure 1 will be associated to the arrays shown in Figure 3 .
6
5
4
3
2
1
n
n
b
n
n
b
 F IGURE 3 .  Arrays  M (645312) .
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 One can easily verify that the element  d  is maximal by looking at these arrays .
 Now consider any equivalence class  %  in  S n (123) .  Let  a  P  %  and let  a
 p  be  a  ’s parent
 in  T  (123) .  Denote the equivalence class of  a  p  by  % p .  Assume that  n  is in position  l  in  a .
 For any  b  p  P  % p , add  n  in position  l  to obtain a permutation  b .  Obviously ,  b  P  % ,  since
 we can move from  b  p  to  a  p  as well as from  b  to  a  without using  n .
 E XAMPLE 5 .  Let  %  5  h 35241 ,  45231 ,  45132 ,  35142 ,  25143 j  and  a  5  (45231) .  Then
 a  p  5  (4231)  and  % p  5  h 3241 ,  4231 ,  4132 j .  If  b  p  5  (4132)  P  % p ,  then  @  5  (45132)  P  % .
 We easily see that  %  consists of  children  of equivalence classes from  S n 2 1 (123) .
 Here , by a child of an equivalence class  ^   we mean the set obtained by inserting  n  in
 position  l  in all elements of  ^   so that they still avoid (123) , e . g .  %  is a child of  % p  in the
 above example . Note that since all elements of an equivalence class  ^   have the same
 decreasing sequence structure ,  n  can be inserted in any fixed position before the second
 decreasing subsequence . This justifies the term  gluing  of children of two equivalence
 classes  ^   and  * : some child of  ^   and some child of  *  belong to the same equivalence
 class . Obviously , if we take two distinct children of  ^   they will not glue , for they will
 have dif ferent decreasing sequence structures . We want to prove that , actually , no
 more than two children of equivalence classes glue , and describe all cases in which a
 child of a class does not glue with anything else . Sometimes it will be convenient to say
 that an equivalence class  %  does not glue .  It means that any child of  %  does not glue
 with any other child of an equivalence class . If  a  P  %  and  %  does not glue , we say that
 a does not glue .
 D EFINITION 6 .  If a child  a  P  S n 1 1 (123) of a maximal element  a  p  P  S n (123) is not
 maximal , we call  a  a  minor .  The maximal element  b  in the equivalence class of  a  is
 said to  dominate  the minor  a .
 L EMMA 4 .  Let  a  be a minor in S n 1 1 (123)  dominated by  b  . Any sequence of positi y  e
 switches from  a  to  b  does not change the backtrack number , and it includes only one
 switch in y  ol y  ing n  1  1 . More precisely , n  1  1  either mo y  es to the first position , or it does
 not mo y  e but is the pi y  ot for switching n and n  2  1  exactly once .
 P ROOF .  Let  a  p  be the parent of  a .  We begin by supposing that  n  is first in  a  p .  Then
 a  has the subsequence ( n ,  n  2  1 ,  n  1  1) , because any other arrangement leads to a
 maximal element : ( n  1  1 ,  n ,  n  2  1) or ( n ,  n  1  1 ,  n  2  1) .  We switch  n  and  n  1  1 (the only
 possible positive switch) , and thus  n  1  1 becomes first in the resulting sequence  a  9 . So ,
 n  1  1  will not be involved in any more positive switches . Set  a ˆ  5  a 9  2  ( n  1  1)  2  n . †  In
 fact ,  a ˆ  5  a  p  2  n ,  so that  a ˆ   is maximal . Let  a 0  5  a 9  2  ( n  1  1) .  Then  a 0  is obtained from
 a ˆ   by adding  n  after  n  2  1 .  By induction ,  b ( b 0 )  5  b ( a  0 ) ,  where  b 0  dominates  a 9 . Note
 that  b  5  ( n  1  1 ,  b  0 ) is the maximal element dominating  a  , and  b ( a  )  5  b ( a  9 )  5  b ( a 0 )  5
 b ( b 0 )  5  b ( b  ) .
 Now let  n  2  1 be the first in  a  p . Using an argument similar to the one above , we see
 that  a 9 has the subsequence ( n  2  1 ,  n  1  1 ,  n ) .  We make the only possible positive
 switch of  n  2  1 and  n  to obtain  a  9 . Since  n  2  1 is a backtrack in the maximal  a  p , n  2  2 
 †  The minus sign means ‘remove a number from a sequence’ .
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 is not a backtrack in  a  p , and hence it is after  n .  After the positive switch above we
 have the arrangement ( n ,  n  1  1 ,  n  2  1 ,  n  2  2) in  a 9 . Obviously , no immediate positive
 switch involving  n  or  n  1  1 can be made . If , after removing  n  and  n  1  1 , we end up with
 a maximal element  a ˆ  ,  this proves that there are no more positive switches and hence
 that  n  1  1 is involved in one switch only . So suppose that  a ˆ   is a minor (if we remove
 n  2  1  from  a ˆ   we obtain a grandparent of  a  p , and therefore a maximal element) . From
 a 9  we have that  n  2  2 is after  n  2  1 . Then the only possible positive switch in  a ˆ   is
 ( n  2  3 ,  n  2  1 ,  n  2  2)  5 1  ( n  2  2 ,  n  2  1 ,  n  2  3) .  By induction applied to  a ˆ  ,  n  2  1 can be
 involved in this switch only . So ,  n  2  1 will not move after any sequence of positive
 switches applied to  a ˆ  ,  and it will always be after  n  1  1 . This means that  n  1  1 will not
 switch with  n ,  and  n  will not move . Hence  n  1  1 will be involved in one switch only .
 Let  b ˆ   dominate  a ˆ  .  By induction ,  b ( a ˆ  )  5  b ( b ˆ  ) .  An easy calculation shows that
 b ( a  )  5  b ( a 9 )  5  1  1  b ( a ˆ  )  5  1  1  b ( b ˆ  )  5  b ( b  ) .  This completes the proof of the lemma .  h
 T HEOREM 2 .  At most two children of equi y  alence classes glue .
 P ROOF .  Suppose not . Then there exist three maximal elements  a  p ,  b  p ,  g  p  P  S n (123)
 such that after adding  n  1  1 to them we obtain the minors  a  ,  b  and the maximal  g
 dominating  a  and  b  .  We may as well assume that  a  p ,  b  p ,  g  p  are distinct because no
 two children of the same equivalence class glue . Take  n  to be the smallest possible
 counterexample ( n  .  3) .
 Suppose that  n  1  1 is first in  g .  It cannot be first in  a  ,  but after some positive
 switches it must become first . By Lemma 4 , the only possible arrangement in  a  is
 ( n ,  n  2  1 ,  n  1  1) .  We switch  n  1  1 and  n  to obtain a permutation  a 9 dominated by  g
 and having  n  1  1 in the beginning . We apply the same argument to  b  to obtain a
 permutation  b 9 (see Figure 4) .
 Now we may disregard  n  1  1 in  g  ,  a 9 and  b 9 and get back  g  p  dominating  a ˆ   and  b ˆ  .
 Notice that  a ˆ  2  n  5  a  p  2  n ,  b ˆ  2  n  5  b  p  2  n  and  g  p  2  n  are maximal . This means that
 three children (corresponding to  a ˆ  ,  b ˆ   and  g  p ) of equivalence classes in  S n 2 1 (123) glue .
 By induction , at least two of  a ˆ  ,  b ˆ  ,  g  p  must coincide . If  a ˆ  5  b ˆ  , by moving  n  in both
 permutations to their beginning we obtain that  a  5  b  , a contradiction . Let  a ˆ  5  g  p .
 Then  n  is not first in  g  p .  But  b ˆ  2  n  is maximal , and  n  2  1 is before  n  in  b ˆ   (see Figure
 4) . So , the only positive switch from  b ˆ   could be ( n  2  1 ,  n  2  2 ,  n )  5 1  ( n ,  n  2  2 ,  n  2  1) .
 This would put  n  into the first place , and by Lemma 4 it will be in the first place in the
 maximal element  g  p  dominating  b ˆ  ,  a contradiction . Hence , there is no positive switch
 from  b ˆ  , i . e .  b ˆ  5  g  p  5  a ˆ  .  As in the previous case , this implies that  a  5  b .
 Now let  n  be first in  g .  We know that  n  1  1 is not added to the beginning of  a  p  and
 b  p  (minors) , and that  n  1  1 does not move under any positive switch in  a  and in  b
 (because  n  1  1 is not first in  g  ) .  Thus , the only positive switch in both of them is
 ( n  2  1 ,  n  1  1 ,  n )  5 1  ( n ,  n  1  1 ,  n  2  1) .  Call the corresponding permutations  a 9 and  b 9 .
 Since  n  1  1 is not involved in any more positive switches , we may disregard it . But
(n, n – 1) (n + 1, n – 1, n)
(n , n – 1, n + 1)
γ : (n + 1, ...)γp
αp βp
γp
α βˆ ˆ
(n – 1, n)α ' β '
α β
.
.
.
.
.
.
 F IGURE 4 .  Gluing of equivalence classes .
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(n – 1, n + 1, n)
(n , n + 1, n – 1)
γ : (n, ...)γ
α βˆ ˆ
(n – 1, n – 2) α ' β '
α β
.
.
.
.
.
.
ˆα : (n – 1, n – 2)
α : (n , n + 1, n – 1)
ˆ
α' : (n, n + 1, n – 1, n – 2)
αp : (n – 1, n, n – 2)
 F IGURE 5 .  Gluing of equivalence classes .
 then  n  is in the beginning of all three permutations ( a 9  2  ( n  1  1) ,  b  9  2  ( n  1  1) ,  g  2
 ( n  1  1)) ,  so we may disregard it too . Call the new sequences  a ˆ  ,  b ˆ   and  gˆ  , respectively
 (see Figure 5) .
 Without  n  2  1 , all of them are maximal , but after adding back  n  2  1 ,  gˆ   dominates  a ˆ
 and  b ˆ  . By induction , two of these permutations must coincide . If  a ˆ  5  b ˆ  , then  a  5  b
 (after adding  n  and  n  1  1 to the appropriate places) . Let  a ˆ  5  gˆ  . Since  n  2  1 is before  n
 in  a  p  (see its child  a  ) ,  and  a  p  is maximal ,  n  2  2 must be after  n .  This means that  n  2  2
 must be after  n  2  1 in  a ˆ   (respectively ,  gˆ  ) . But since  gˆ   is maximal ,  n  2  1 is first in  gˆ
 (either  n  2  1 or  n  2  2 is first in  gˆ  ) .  Similarly , in  b ˆ   we also have  n  2  2 after  n  2  1 .  Thus ,
 the only possible switch involving  n  2  1 in  b ˆ   could be the switch of  n  2  2 and  n  2  3 .  But
 then  n  2  1 would not be first in the dominating element  gˆ   for  b ˆ  , a contradiction .
 Therefore ,  b ˆ   must be maximal and equal to  gˆ  5  a ˆ  .  Similarly as above ,  a  5  b .  h
 From now on , we denote by  @ n , s  the set of all maximal elements in  S n (123) with the
 same backtrack number  s .
 L EMMA 5 .  Consider the set  @ n , s  . Let the child  a  of  a
 p  P  @ n , s be a maximal element .
 Then the equi y  alence class of  a  does not glue if f  a  P  @ n 1 1 , 0  or  a  P  @ n 1 1 , ( n 1 1)/2 (  for n
 odd ) .
 P ROOF .  Note that if  n  1  1 moves in an equivalence class , after taking it away , we
 end up with actually moving  n  while everything else remains the same . This changes
 the decreasing sequence structure and hence proves the existence of two distinct
 equivalence classes . Thus , if  a  does not glue , then  n  1  1 does not move in its
 equivalence class .
 Assume that  a  does not glue . Let  n  1  1 be first in  a .  By the above argument ,  n  1  1
 does not move in the class ; hence  n  is always before  n  2  1 .  Then  n  2  1 is always before
 n  2  2 , and so on . We see that  a  must be ( n  1  1 ,  n ,  .  .  .  ,  1)  P  @ n 1 1 , 0 .
 Now let  n  1  1 be after  n  in the maximal  a  .  Suppose that there are two consecutive
 non-backtracks  k  1  1 and  k  in  a  .  Take  k  to be the maximal with this property
 ( k  1  1  <  n  2  1  since  n  is a backtrack) . For all  l  .  k  1  1 ,  if  l  is a backtrack connect it
 with the non-backtrack  l  2  1 . Start switching  k  1  1 and  k  1  2 ,  k  1  3 and  k  1  4 ,  . . . ,  n  2  1
 and  n .  Note that all of these switches are allowable since the horizontal projections of
 two adjacent segments above overlap , and for the last switch we use  n  1  1 . We are still
 in the equivalence class of  a .  But taking away  n  1  1 leads to a maximal element
 b  p  ?  a  p ,  in contradiction to the supposition that  a  does not glue . Thus , there are no
 two consecutive non-backtracks in  a .  The above argument also shows that 1 cannot be
 last in  a  ,  i . e . 1 is a non-backtrack . Thus ,  n  must be odd and  a  must have exactly
 ( n  1  1) / 2  backtracks :  n ,  n  2  2 ,  .  .  .  ,  1 .  Hence ,  a  P  @ n 1 1 , ( n 1 1)/2 .
 To prove the converse , we consider two cases . If  a  P  @ n 1 1 , 0 , then  a  is a decreasing
 sequence and obviously no switch can be applied to it , i . e .  @ n 1 1 , 0  5  h a  j  and  a  does not
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 glue . Now let  a  P  @ n 1 1 , ( n 1 1)/2 , where  n  is odd . If  a  dominates a minor  b  ,  by Lemma 4 ,
 b ( b  )  5  b ( a  ) .  The parent of  b  ,  b  p ,  has a backtrack number  s  5  ( n  1  1) / 2 or
 s  5  ( n  2  1) / 2 .  Since  @ n , ( n 1 1)/2  5  [  for  n  odd ,  b  p  P  B n , ( n 2 1)/2 . This means that the
 backtrack number of  b  is greater than that of  b  p ,  i . e .  n  1  1 is after  n  in  b .  Similarly ,
 n  1  1  is after  n  in  a  .  But the only positive switch to the minor  b  could be
 ( n ,  n  2  1 ,  n  1  1)  5 1  ( n  1  1 ,  n  2  1 ,  n ) ,  which implies that  n  1  1 must be in the beginning
 of  a  (see Lemma 4) , a contradiction . Thus ,  a  does not glue in this case either . This
 completes the proof of the lemma .  h
 6 .  T HE  C ATALAN T ABLE
 T HEOREM 3 .  Denote the size of  @ n , s by b n , s  . Then b n , s  5  b n 2 1 ,s  1  b n 2 1 ,s 2 1  for all n  >  0
 and s  5  0 ,  1 ,  2 ,  .  .  .  ,  [ n  / 2] .
 P ROOF .  It is easy to check that  b 0 , 0  5  1 , b 1 , 0  5  1 , b 2 , 0  5  1 and  b 2 , 1  5  1 .  Obviously ,
 when  s  .  [ n  / 2] or  s  ,  0 , b n , s  5  0 . Consider  @ n , s , where 0  <  s  <  [ n  / 2] .  Let  !  denote all
 elements of  @ n , s  starting with  n  and let  @  denote the set of those starting with  n  2  1 . By
 Lemma 3 ,  @ n , s  is the disjoint union of  !  and  @ .
 If  a  P  ! , then  a 9  5  a  2  n  P  @ n 2 1 ,s . This obviously defines a bijection between  !  and
 @ n 2 1 ,s . Thus ,  u ! u  5  b n 2 1 ,s .
 Let  a  P  S n  ( n  .  1) and let  q  be a site of  a  distinct from the first one . Then  q
 partitions  a  into two disjoint sequences  a 9 and  a  0 , with  a 9 non-empty . We say that  q  is
 a  break point  for  a  if all elements of the sequence  a 9 are larger than all elements of the
 sequence  a 0 .  Note the following facts about this partitioning of  a  when  q  is a break
 point for  a  :
 (1)  a  avoids (123) if f  a 9 and  a 0  both avoid (123) ;
 (2)  for  a  P  T  (123) ,  a  is maximal if f one cannot apply any positive switch to  a 9 and
 to  a 0 ;
 (3)  b ( a  )  5  b ( a 9 )  1  b ( a 0 ) .
 Now assume that  a  is maximal in  S n (123) and that  q  is its first break point . For any
 two consecutive numbers  l  and  l  1  1 in  a  9 , one is a backtrack and the other one is a
 non-backtrack . Indeed ,  l  and  l  1  1 cannot both be backtracks , and if they are both
 non-backtracks , the position immediately after  l  1  1 is a break point for  a  before  q , a
 contradiction .
 Finally , let  a  P  @ . Then  n  2  1 is a backtrack for  a .  Let  q  be the first break point for
 a  , and say that  k  is the smallest number in  a 9 . Then  k  is a backtrack and  k  1  1 is a
 non-backtrack . By the above argument , all backtracks before  q  are exactly  n  2  1 ,
 n  2  3 ,  .  .  .  ,  k  1  2 ,  k ;  in particular ,  n  2  1 and  k  have the same parity . Consider the array
 M ( a 9 ) .  Connect all pairs of 1’s representing a backtrack  l  and a non-backtrack  l  1  1 .
 The horizontal projections of any two consecutive segments (say , those connecting  l
 with  l  1  1 ,  and  l  1  2 with  l  1  3) must overlap . Indeed , otherwise the position right after
 l  1  3 would be a break point before  q , a contradiction . Switch all connected numbers in
 M ( a 9 ) and connect them again . †  Call the new matrix  N  and let the sequence
 corresponding to  N  be called  b 9 .  We see that  b  9 starts with  n  and again the horizontal
 projections of any two adjacent segments overlap . Since  b 9 can be partitioned into two
 decreasing subsequences , namely ,  n ,  n  2  2 ,  .  .  .  ,  k  1  1 and  n  2  1 ,  n  2  3 ,  .  .  .  ,  k ,  we
 †  In this proof we use the word ‘switch’ without justifying that it is an allowable switch . We do not need to
 do that , but it is interesting to note that in fact all of these switches are allowable except the switch of  n  and
 n  2  1 .  Indeed , take  a  and switch  n  and  n  2  1 (not an allowable switch) . Then start making positive changes
 until you reach a maximal element ,  b  , with  n  at the beginning . Take away  n  and you get  b ˆ  .
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 know that  b 9 avoids (123) . It also has the structure of a maximal element with
 backtracks  n  2  2 ,  n  2  4 ,  .  .  .  ,  k  1  1 .
 Let  b  5  ( b 9 ,  a 0 ) denote the concatenation of  b 9 and  a 0 . By (1) and (2) ,  b  avoids
 (123) and is maximal . Note that position  q  is certainly a break point for  b  , although not
 necessarily the first one . But  k  and  k  2  1 are the first two consecutive non-backtracks of
 b  and  q  is immediately after  k  (if  k  2  1  5  0 , then add 0 at the end of  b  ) .  The switches
 from  a 9 to  b 9 decrease the number of backtracks by one . By (3) ,
 b ( b  )  5  b ( b 9 )  1  b ( a 0 )  5  b ( a 9 )  2  1  1  b ( a  0 )  5  b ( a  )  2  1 .
 Since  b  starts with  n ,  b ˆ  5  b  2  n  P  @ n 2 1 ,s 2 1 .
 We have constructed a map  @  5  @ n 2 1 ,s 2 1 ,  a  S  b ˆ  .  This map is easily invertible . Let
 b ˆ  P  @ n 2 1 ,s 2 1 . Add  n  at the beginning of  b ˆ  , and find the first two consecutive
 non-backtracks  k  and  k  2  1 ( k  2  1 might be 0) . Consider the array  M ( n ,  b ˆ  ) and
 connect the 1’s corresponding to  n  and  n  2  1 ,  n  2  2 and  n  2  3 ,  .  .  .  ,  k  1  1 and  k .  The
 horizontal images of any two consecutive segments must overlap . Switch the connected
 numbers . Similarly , as above , we arrive at  a  P  @ .
 This shows that our map is a bijection and
 é  u @ u  5  u @ n 2 1 ,s 2 1 u  5  b n 2 1 ,s 2 1  é  b n , s  5  b n 2 1 ,s  1  b n 2 1 ,s 2 1
 for all  n  >  0 and all  s  5  0 ,  1 ,  .  .  .  ,  [ n  / 2] .  h
 Compare this result with the Catalan table . We can arrange the  b n , s ’s in such a way
 that all having index  n  are in  n th row , and any  b n , s  is below and between  b n 2 1 ,s  and
 b n 2 1 ,s 2 1  (see Figure 6) . Thus , the numbers in row  n  are  b n , [ n /2] ,  b n , [ n /2] 2 1 ,  .  .  .  ,  b n , 0  .  By
 induction , for 0  <  s  <  [ n  / 2] :
 b n , s  5 S n s D  2 S  n s  2  1 D  .
 The number of all maximals in the  n th row is therefore (  n [ n / 2] ) .
 Let  a  be a minor dominated by  b  ,  and let their parents be  a  p  and  b  p  in  S n (123) .  If
 n  1  1  is first in  b  ,  then  b ( a  p )  5  b ( a  )  2  1  5  b ( b  )  2  1  5  b ( b  p )  2  1 .  If  n  1  1 is not first in
 b  , then  b ( a  p )  5  b ( a  )  5  b ( b  )  5  b ( b  p )  1  1 .  Thus , the backtrack numbers of  a  p  and  b  p
 dif fer by one , and gluing may occur only between children of equivalence classes from
 two adjacent backtrack blocks .
 Write all elements  @ n , s  in a row , and underneath each of them (they are all maximal
 elements) write in a column the rest of its equivalence class . We claim that the resulting
 figure  @ ˆ  n , s  is always a square . Indeed , putting all the above results together , we see that
 all equivalence classes in  @ ˆ  n , s  are obtained by gluing one equivalence class from  @ ˆ  n 2 1 ,s
 and one from  @ ˆ  n 2 1 ,s 2 1 unless  s  5  0 or  s  5  n  / 2 for  n  even . The equivalence classes of
1
1
1 1
1
1
1
1
2
3
4
5
2
5
95
 F IGURE 6 .  The ‘Catalan’ table .
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 @ ˆ  n , 0 and  @ ˆ  n ,n /2 ( n  even) are children of classes from  @ ˆ  n 2 1 , 0 and  @ ˆ  n 2 1 ,n /2 2 1 ,  respectively .
 Suppose , by induction , that we have proved the statement for all rows 1 ,  2 ,  .  .  .  ,  n  2  1 .
 Consider  @ ˆ  n , s . Its equivalence classes have the same length , since they are obtained
 either just from one equivalence class from above , or from one of  @ ˆ  n 2 1 ,s  and one of
 @ ˆ  n 2 1 ,s 2 1 . But  b n , s  5  b n 2 1 ,s  1  b n 2 1 ,s 2 1 , so the width of  @ ˆ  n , s  is the sum of the widths of
 @ ˆ  n 2 1 ,s  and  @ ˆ  n 2 1 ,s 2 1 . By induction , the latter is the sum of their lengths , which is the
 length of  @ ˆ  n ,s . Thus ,  @ ˆ  n , s  is a square .
 7 .  u S n (1234) u  5  u S n (4123) u
 Recall from Section 2 the reduction process applied to the nodes of  T  (1234) or
 T  (4123) . Let  a  P  T  (1234) .  If  a  avoids (123) , we call it a  full permutation .  Otherwise ,
 we cut the end of  a  to obtain the largest subsequence  a 9 of  a  which avoids (123) . Let  a ˆ
 be the permutation of type  a 9 . We say that  a  reduces  to  a ˆ  ,  and that the latter is a
 reduced permutation .  We define the same notions for  T  (4123) ,  with the dif ference that
 the cut is done in the beginning of  b  P  T  (4123) .
 Note that a full permutation  a  P  T  (1234)( T  (4123)) is of length  n  and in row  n ,  while
 a reduced permutation is of length smaller than the number of its row . As we saw , the
 process of reduction substitutes nodes for their equivalent ones , so it does not change
 any of the two trees . An important observation is that the four operations—adding
 n  1  1 , cutting , reducing and maximizing—when performed on a permutation in
 T  (123) , commute with each other .
 T HEOREM 4 .  Consider the set of full permutations  @ n , s in T  (1234)( T  (4123)) . Apply
 the reduction process to each child of any element of  @ n , s  , and then substitute for it the
 maximal in its equi y  alence class in T  (123) . The resulting set of permutations can be
 partitioned into sets of the form  @ k , l  , where k  <  n  1  1 . †  Moreo y  er , this partitioning is
 identical for the two trees .
 P ROOF .  Consider the tree  T  (4123) .  We refer to any child of an element of  @ n , s  as a
 child of  @ n , s  .  By the previous results , the full children of  @ n , s  (after maximizing them)
 can be partitioned into  @ n 1 1 ,s  <  @ n 1 1 ,s 1 1 . Now we consider the reduced children of
 @ n , s  .  Partition  @ n , s  into  !  <  @ , as in Theorem 3 . Take  a  P  ! . Then  n  is first in  a  .  Since
 a  P  T  (123) , all numbers before  n  2  1 form a decreasing sequence . So , in order for
 n  1  1  to end a subsequence of type (123) ,  n  1  1 must be added after  n  2  1 . By the
 reduction in  T  (4123) , n  will always be crossed out , and  n  1  1 reduced to  n . After that ,
 we might eventually have to cross out other numbers too and reduce more , but let us
 stop here and see that at this point we are actually adding  n  to a sequence in  @ n 2 1 ,s  so
 that we obtain a reducible permutation (see Figure 7) . In other words , the reduced
 children of  !  are the same as the reduced children of  @ n 2 1 ,s .
A : (n...n – 1...)  add n + 1  (n...n – 1...n + 1...) ∉ Τ (123)
B n  – 1, s  : (...n – 1...)
add n 
 (...n – 1...n ...) ∉ Τ (123)
cross out n
n + 1       ncross out n
 F IGURE 7 .  Commutative diagram :  ! ’s reduced children  5  @ n 2 1 ,s 9 s reduced children .
 †  In the course of the proof , we shall see that either  k  ,  n , or  k  5  n  and  l  5  s , or  k  5  n  1  1 and  l  5  s , s  1  1 .
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Fig 4
B  : β = (n – 1...n...n – 2) add n + 1  (n – 1...n... + 1) ∉ Τ (123)
B n – 1, s – 1 : (n – 1...n – 2)
add n 
 (...n – 1...n) = β' ∉ Τ (123)
cross out n – 1
n      n – 1, n + 1      n
cross out n
after n – 1
B n – 2, s – 1 : (...n – 2...)
cross out
 (...n – 1...n – 2) = β'' ∉ Τ (123)
n – 1
add n – 1
before n – 2 maximize
 F IGURE 8 .  Commutative diagram :  @ ’s reduced children  5  @ n , s  <  @ n 2 1 ,s 2 1 ’s reduced children .
 Now consider the reduced children of  @ . Let  b  P  @ , i . e .  n  2  1 is before  n  in  b  . By
 maximality ,  n  2  2 is after  n .  All numbers before  n  form a decreasing sequence in  b .
 Thus , in order for  n  1  1 to end a subsequence of type (123) , it must be added after  n .
 Again , the first number  n  2  1 will always be crossed out ,  n  reduced to  n  2  1 and  n  1  1
 to  n .  Call the resulting permutation  b 9 . Set  b  0  5  b 9  2  n .  Then  b ( b 0 )  5  b ( b 9 )  2  1  5
 b ( b  )  2  1  5  s  2  1  (see Figure 8) .
 It is not hard to see that crossing out  n  2  1 in the  b  0 ’s leads exactly to the set
 @ n 2 2 ,s 2 1 . If we add  n  2  1 before  n  2  2 to all elements of  @ n 2 2 ,s 2 1 and maximize , we
 end up with the set  @ n 2 1 ,s 2 1 . By commutativity of the diagram , adding back  n  after
 n  2  1  gives the set of  b  9 ’s , which can also be described as the union of reducible
 children of the  b 0 ’s and the non-reducible children of  b 0  starting with  n  2  1 .  In the first
 case after maximizing , we simply have all reduced children of  @ n 2 1 ,s 2 1 . In the second
 case , we have all full children of  @ n 2 1 ,s 2 1 which have  n  after  n  2  1 ; that is , exactly the
 set  @ n , s  .
 We proved that the children of  @ n , s  in  T  (4123) can be reduced and maximized so
 that the resulting set can be partitioned into  @ n 1 1 ,s ,  @ n 1 1 ,s 1 1 ,  @ n , s  (unless  s  5  0) and all
 sets which represent the reduced children of  @ n 2 1 , s  and  @ n 2 1 ,s 2 1 . By induction , the
 statement is proved for  T  (4123) .
 E XAMPLE 6 .  Consider  @ 5 , 2  5  h 45312 ,  53412 ,  53142 ,  45231 ,  42531 j .  Then  !  5
 h 53412 ,  53142 j  and  @  5  h 45312 ,  45231 ,  42531 j .  Disregard 5 in  !  to obtain  @ 4 , 2  5
 h 3412 ,  3142 j ,  and in  @  cross out 4 , reduce 5 to 4 and maximize in order to obtain
 @ 4 , 1  5  h 4312 ,  4231 ,  3421 j .  The children of  @ 5 , 2 (after reducing and maximizing) can be
 partitioned into  @ 6 , 3  ,  @ 6 , 2  ,  @ 5 , 2 and all reduced children of  @ 4 , 2 and of  @ 4 , 1  .
 Calculation shows that all children of  @ 5 , 2 can be thought of as the union of
 @ 6 , 3  ,  @ 6 , 2  ,  @ 5 , 2  ,  @ 4 , 2  ,  @ 3 , 1  ,  @ 2 , 1  ,  @ 4 , 1  ,  @ 3 , 1  ,  @ 2 , 1  .
 Consider the tree  T  (1234) . Again , the irreducible children of  @ n , s  (after maximizing
 them) can be partitioned into  @ n 1 1 ,s  <  @ n 1 1 ,s 1 1 . Now consider the reducible children of
 @ n , s . The case for  s  5  0 is trivial , since there are no reducible children . Let  s  .  0 and
 a  P  @ n , s  .  Partition  @ n , s  into the disjoint union  #  <  $  according to whether 1 is last or
 not last in  a  (this partitioning of  @ n , s  follows from Lemma 3 for symmetry reasons) . If
 n  1  1  is added last to  a  ,  then we cross it out and end up with  @ n , s  .  So from now on
 assume that  n  1  1 is not added at the end of  a  .  If 1 is last in  a  ,  then in every reducible
 children of  a  we can cross out 1 , and decrease everything else by one . Thus , we are
 simply looking at all reducible children of  @ n 2 1 ,s .
 Now let  a  P  $ .  Then 2 is at the end of  a  and 1 is before it . Hence , 3 is before 1 (by
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 maximality) . When  n  1  1 is added to  a  (not at the end) to obtain a reducible child , the
 number 2 will always be crossed out and everything above 1 will be decreased by 1 . Let
 a ˆ   be the resulting permutation without actually adding  n  1  1 to  a .  Call the set of all
 such permutations  $ ˆ  . Thus , we are looking at the reduced children of all elements in
 $ ˆ  .  We claim that after maximizing all elements of  $ ˆ  , we obtain  @ n 2 1 ,s 2 1 . To prove the
 claim we define the  adjoint  g  * of a sequence  g  so that the matrix of  g  * is obtained
 from the matrix of  g  by rotating it through an angle  pi .  For example , if  g  5  (564231) ,
 g  *  5  (645312) .  Note the following properties of adjoints :  g  P  T  (123) if f  g  *  P  T  (123) ; if
 one can apply an allowable switch to  g  to obtain  d  ,  then one can apply the
 corresponding ‘adjoint’ of this switch to  g  * to obtain  d  * . Moreover , the two switches
 will be both positive or negative . Hence , the oriented graphs of the equivalence classes
 of  g  and  g  * are isomorphic via  d  S  d  * .
 Let us return to the proof of Theorem 4 . Consider the set  $ * ( 5 @ ) of all adjoints of
 the elements in  $ . If we take  n  2  1 from elements in  $ * and reduce  n  to  n  2  1 , we end
 up with ( $ ˆ  )* (recall how we constructed  $ ˆ  ) .  From the first part of the proof , these
 operations perfromed on  @  with the additional maximizing of ( $ ˆ  )* in the end lead to
 @ n 2 1 ,s 2 1 . For every positive switch to  $ ˆ  * make the corresponding ‘adjoint’ positive
 switch to  $ ˆ  . Thus , maximizing the elements of  $ ˆ   leads to the adjoint set of  @ n 2 1 ,s 2 1 ,
 which is  @ n 2 1 ,s 2 1 itself . This says that the maximized children of  $ ˆ   are precisely
 @ n 2 1 ,s 2 1 . So , we are looking for the reduced children of  @ n 2 1 ,s 2 1 .
 E XAMPLE 7 .  Consider  @ 5 , 2 again . It is the disjoint union of  #  5  h 45231 ,  42531 j  and
 $  5  h 45312 ,  53412 ,  53142 j .  Cross out 1 in  #  and reduce the rest by one to obtain  @ 4 , 2  .
 Cross out 2 in  $ , reduce everything greater than 1 by one and maximize in order to
 obtain  @ 4 , 1 . Note that  $ *  5  h 45312 ,  45231 ,  42531 j .  Cross out 4 in  $ * , reduce 5 to 4 and
 maximize in order to obtain  @ 4 , 1 . After calculation , the children of  @ 5 , 2 can be thought
 of the disjoint union of  @ 6 , 3  ,  @ 6 , 2  ,  @ 5 , 2  ,  @ 4 , 2 @ 3 , 1  ,  @ 2 , 1  ,  @ 4 , 1  ,  @ 3 , 1  ,  @ 2 , 1  .
 We showed that the children of  @ n , s  in  T  (1234) (after reducing and maximizing
 them) can be partitioned into exactly the same sets  @ k , l  as in  T  (4123) .  This finishes the
 proof of the theorem .  h
 T HEOREM 5 .  u S n (1234) u  5  u S n (4123) u .
 P ROOF .  We consider  T  (1234) and  T  (4123) and reduce and maximize all of their
 permutations . We claim that each level of the two trees can be partitioned into the
 same sets  @ k , l  .  This is proved easily by induction on the level  n .  h
 8 .  S UMMARY AND F URTHER T HOUGHTS
 The idea for the proof that  u S n (1234) u  5  u S n (4123) u  arises naturally when we try to find
 a well-known subtree of  T  (1234) and  T  (4123) which is nicely embedded in them . The
 tree  T  (123) has one additional important property : the nodes of  T  (1234) and  T  (4123)
 can be replaced by isomorphic nodes avoiding (123) (recall the process of reduction) .
 The labellings of  T  (1234) and  T  (4123) provide us with large groups of isomorphic
 nodes . We partition these groups into smaller ones by the use of the switching
 operations . Probably the most interesting fact in this paper is that the equivalence
 classes in  T  (123) can be arranged in the square blocks  @ ˆ  n , s  ,  the lengths of which come
 from the Catalan table . The backtrack numbers are simply a convenient parameter to
 work with when proving the above results . Finally , we see that the children (in
 T  (1234)  or in  T  (4123)) of any set of maximal elements  @ n , s  can be thought of as the
 union of sets of the same form , i . e .  @ k , l -sets .
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 Recall the oriented graph  &  which we associated to any equivalence class  % . We
 showed that two graphs containing adjoint elements  d  and  d  * , respectively , are
 isomorphic . A conjecture that seems very likely to hold true is that all graphs
 corresponding to maximal elements in  @ n , s  are isomorphic .
 It is possible that we could generalize our method of proving that (1234) and
 (4123) belong to the same cardinality class to a larger class of permutations ;
 namely ,  u S n ( a 1  ,  a 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  a k  ,  k  1  1 ,  k  1  2 ,  .  .  .  ,  l ) u  5  u S n ( a 1  ,  a 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  a k  ,  l ,  .  .  .  ,  k  1  1 ,  k ) u .  Also ,
 Theorem 4 provides us with a recursive formula for the children of  @ k , l  .  Since we know
 u @ k , l u , this might lead to a nice recursive formula for  u S n (1234) u .
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